Say My Name

Utter Chaos Rule
Cards with "Discarded" in their name (title and/or sub-title) have +1 power.

"You're god-damn right!"

Light as a Feather

Utter Chaos Rule
At the start of your turn you may discard a Pegasus Friend to move a character.

"If you can 'eat like a bird' and 'eat like a horse,' then what do pegasi eat like? Slobs, if Rainbow Dash is any indication."

Everypony Gets One

Utter Chaos Rule
The first friend you play each turn is free and has no play requirements. The first time you move a character each turn that move is free.

"And you too can have a brand new Princess Twilight Sparkle, for the low, low cost of just 0 bits!"

Bolt from the Blue

Utter Chaos Rule
The first time you flip a Blue card in a faceoff, flip an additional card.

"Did you hear the story about the little guy that lived in a blue world? All day and all night, everything he saw was blue. His house, his window, himself... all blue!"

Swear Jar

Utter Chaos Rule
At the beginning of the game, each player chooses a word. When an opponent says a player's chosen word, that opponent must pay that player 1 action token.

"%%&&@!!"

Works Like Magic

Utter Chaos Rule
At the start of your turn you may discard a Unicorn Friend to gain 1 action token.

Discord is looking forward to the day that ponies invent cellular phones, and they find out that unicorns pick up cell service with their horns. It's going to be a good day.

Art Appreciation Day

Utter Chaos Rule
At the start of a faceoff, each player may reveal a card from their hand to an opponent with the name and text box covered. If that opponent is unable to guess the revealed card's name, that player may put the revealed card on top of their deck and flip an additional card.

One draconequus's masterpiece is another pony's worst nightmare.

Pure Chaos

Utter Chaos Rule
Chaotic cards have +1 power while flipped.

Pure, distilled chaos is made up of approximately:
- 37% anarchy
- 8% hedonism
- 45% pandemonium
- 19% disorder
- and trace Elements of Harmony

The Best Medicine

Utter Chaos Rule
The first time you flip a Pink card in a faceoff, flip an additional card.

"Laughter is the best medicine, but you can 'die laughing'?! What's the deal with that?"

I got a million 'em folks!"
Big Trouble for Little Ponies

**Utter Chaos Rule**

Troublemakers enter play face-up and have +2 power.

*Sometimes it's a dangerous business, going out your door.*